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Imaging Spin-Wave Damping Underneath Metals Using
Electron Spins in Diamond

Iacopo Bertelli, Brecht G. Simon, Tao Yu, Jan Aarts, Gerrit E. W. Bauer,
Yaroslav M. Blanter, and Toeno van der Sar*

Spin waves in magnetic insulators are low-damping signal carriers that can
enable a new generation of spintronic devices. The excitation, control, and
detection of spin waves by metal electrodes is crucial for interfacing these
devices to electrical circuits. As such, it is important to understand
metal-induced damping of spin-wave transport, but characterizing this
process requires access to the underlying magnetic films. Here it is shown
that electronic sensor spins in diamond enable imaging of spin waves that
propagate underneath metals in magnetic insulators. This capability is then
used to reveal a 100-fold metal-induced increase in spin-wave damping. The
damping enhancement is attributed to spin-wave-induced electrical currents
as well as, above a certain frequency, three-magnon scattering processes. This
interpretation is supported by deriving expressions for the current-induced
damping and the three-magnon threshold from the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert
equation that agree well with the observations. The detection of buried
scattering centers further highlights the technique’s power for assessing
spintronic device quality. These results open new avenues for studying metal
– spin-wave interactions and provide access to interfacial processes such as
spin-wave injection via the spin-Hall effect.

1. Introduction

Spin waves are collective, wave-like excitations of the spins in
magnetic materials.[1] The field of magnon spintronics aims at
using these waves as signal carriers in information process-
ing devices.[2] Since its recent inception, the field has matured
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rapidly[3] and successfully realized prototyp-
ical spin-wave devices that implement logi-
cal operations.[4–8] In such devices, the spin
waves are typically excited inductively[4–8]

or via spin-pumping based on the spin-
Hall effect,[9,10] using electric currents in
metal electrodes that are deposited on top
of thin-film magnetic insulators. It is a key
challenge to understand the interaction be-
tween metals and spin waves in magnetic
insulators, but this requires access to the
buried magnetic films and is hampered by
the opacity of the metals to optical probes.
We address this challenge using mag-

netic imaging based on electron spins in
diamond.[11] Metal films of sub-skindepth
thickness are transparent for microwave
magnetic fields, which enables imaging
of spin waves traveling underneath the
metals by detecting their magnetic stray
fields. We demonstrate this ability by imag-
ing spin waves that travel underneath
200-nm-thick metal electrodes in a thin
film of the magnetic insulator yttrium

iron garnet (YIG). We find that the spatial spin-wave profiles
under the metals reveal a surprisingly strong metal-induced
spin-wave damping. By introducing the spin-wave-induced cur-
rents in the metal self-consistently into the Landau–Lifshitz–
Gilbert (LLG) equation, we derive an analytical expression for
the spin wave damping that matches our experimental ob-
servations without free parameters. We demonstrate that this
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Figure 1. Magnetic imaging of microstrip-excited spin waves using electron spins in diamond. a) Idea of the experiment. An ensemble of nitrogen-
vacancy (NV) centers in a diamond chip is used to image the magnetic stray fields generated by spin waves in a YIG thin film. The ability to image spin
waves underneath metals is used to study the metal-induced spin-wave damping. b–d) Spatial maps of the NV electron spin resonance (ESR) contrast
when exciting spin waves resonant with an NV ESR transition. The oscillations result from the interference of the spin-wave and direct microstrip fields.
The magnetization (M) points along z. The directions of the predominantly excited spin-wave vectors (k) are indicated. Scale bars: 20 μm. b) Backward-
volume spin waves (k ∥ M), excited by applying a drive frequency 𝜔∕2𝜋 = 1.934 GHz that is 0.17 GHz below the FMR at B0 = 33.5 mT. Inset: micrograph
of the sample (scale bar: 40 μm). c) Spin waves in the Damon–Eshbach configuration (k⊥M) excited by applying a drive frequency 𝜔∕2𝜋 = 2.590 GHz
that is 1.12 GHz above the FMR at B0 = 15 mT. d) Spin waves underneath and next to a gold microstrip used for spin-wave excitation (inset). Scale bars:
20 μm. As the skin depth of a 2.5 GHz magnetic field in gold is ∼1.6 μm, spin waves are clearly visible underneath the 200 nm gold film.

eddy-current-induced damping mechanism dominates up to a
threshold frequency above which three-magnon scattering be-
comes allowed and increases damping further.
Our imaging platform is an ensemble of shallowly implanted

nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond (Figure 1a). NV cen-
ters are lattice defects with an S = 1 electron spin that can
be polarized by optical excitation, controlled by microwaves,
and read out through spin-dependent photoluminescence.[12,13]

Since NV centers can exist within ∼10 nm from the surface of
diamond,[14] they can be brought within close proximity to a ma-
terial of interest. Combined with an excellent sensitivity to mag-
netic fields,[13] these properties make NV spins well suited for
stray-field probing of spins and currents in condensed matter
systems.[15]

2. Results

To image propagating spin waves, we place a diamond mem-
brane containing a layer of NV centers implanted ∼10–20 nm
below the diamond surface onto a YIG film equipped with
200-nm-thick gold microstrips (Experimental Section). Passing
a microwave current through a microstrip generates a mag-
netic field that excites spin waves in the YIG (Figure 1a). These
waves create a magnetic stray field that interferes with the di-
rect microstrip field, leading to a spatial standing-wave pattern

in the total amplitude of the oscillating magnetic field.[11] We
spatially map this amplitude by locally measuring the contrast
of the NV electron spin resonance (ESR) transitions. By chang-
ing the drive frequency while adjusting the static magnetic field
applied along the NV axis (B0) to maintain resonance with the
NV ESR frequency (Experimental Section), we can excite and de-
tect spin waves with wave vectors either along or perpendicular
to the static magnetization M (Figure 1b,c). The spin waves are
clearly visible both underneath and next to the gold microstrips
(Figure 1b–d).
To characterize the metal-induced spin-wave damping, we

start by analyzing the spatial spin-wave profiles underneath
and next to a gold microstrip that we use to excite spin waves
(Figure 2a). We select a section of microstrip that is far away
from corners (>100 μm) to avoid edge effects. We apply a static
magnetic field with in-plane component along the microstrip
direction and a drive frequency between 100 and 600 MHz above
the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), resulting in directional
spin-wave emission with a large (small) spin-wave amplitude to
the right (left) of the microstrip (Figure 2a). This directionality is
characteristic of microstrip-driven spin waves traveling perpen-
dicularly to the magnetization and is a result of the handedness
of the microstrip drive field and the precessional motion of the
spins in the magnet.[16,17] We spatially quantify the amplitude
of the local microwave magnetic field generated by the spin
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Figure 2. Characterizing metal-induced spin-wave damping. a) Imaging spin waves underneath and next to a gold microstrip located between 0 and
20 μm versus drive frequency. Color scale: measured NV Rabi frequency. b) Linecuts along dashed lines in (a). Black squares: data. Dashed red (green)
lines: fits in (next to) the microstrip region. Traces offset by 10 MHz for clarity. c) Measured NV Rabi frequency (black line) and calculated contribution
to it from the direct microstrip field (green line) at drive frequency 2.361 GHz, B0 = 18.2 mT. d) Extracted spin-wave damping versus spin-wavelength for
different devices. Yellow squares (red diamonds): device in (a,b), next to (under) the microstrip. Black cross: data from (e,f). Blue triangles: wavelength-
dependent damping underneath gold structure (Figure 2e; Figure S2, Supporting Information). Green circles: data from Figure 3. Error bars: ±1 s.d. fit
uncertainty. Dashed black line: theoretical model (Equation (1)) with shaded purple area indicating 10% uncertainty in gold resistivity. Shaded red area:
three-magnon scattering region. e) Image of microstrip and gold structure used in (f). Scale bar: 10 μm. f) ESR contrast along sections of varying length
of the gold structure in (e). For each trace, the shaded yellow area indicates the gold structure length. The right microstrip edge is located at y = 5 μm.
B0 = 20.3 mT, drive frequency 𝜔∕2𝜋 = 2.302 GHz, spin-wavelength = 5.6(2) μm. Black squares: data (for clarity, each trace is offset by 2%). Red lines:
fits to a model that calculates the ESR contrast by summing the microstrip and spin-wave fields (Section S2, Supporting Information).

waves by measuring the rotation rate (Rabi frequency) of the
NV spins.[18] The spatial oscillations in the measured NV Rabi
frequency result from the interference between the microstrip
and spin-wave fields.[11] The spin-wavelength is directly visible
from the spatial period of these oscillations. We observe a rapid
decay of the oscillations underneath the microstrip (Figure 2b),
even though the microstrip field is approximately constant in
this region (Figure 2c). We can thus conclude that this decay is
caused by the decay of the spin-wave amplitude. In contrast, the
decrease of the amplitude away from the microstrip follows the
decay of the direct microstrip field (Figure 2c).
By fitting the measured spatial decay in- and outside the mi-

crostrip region we can extract the additional spin-wave damp-
ing caused by the metal. We use a model that calculates the
excited magnetization dynamics from the spin-wave suscepti-
bility and the microwave drive current,[11] with the susceptibil-
ity depending on the spin-wave damping constant 𝛼 (Sections
S1 and S2, Supporting Information). An accurate description of
the measured NV Rabi frequencies (Figure 2a–c) is only pos-
sible if we allow for different damping constants in- and out-
side the microstrip region (see also Figure S1, Supporting In-
formation). We find that the damping underneath the gold mi-
crostrip (Figure 2d, red diamonds) exceeds the damping next to

the microstrip (yellow squares) by approximately two orders of
magnitude.
We argue that the observed strong spin-wave damping under-

neath themetal is caused by eddy currents that are induced by the
oscillating magnetic stray field of the spin waves. Eddy currents
have been reported to cause linewidth broadening of ferromag-
netic resonances in cavity and stripline-based experiments.[19–25]

However, revealing their effect on propagating spin waves, which
is important for information transport, has remained an out-
standing challenge.Wemodel the effect of the spin-wave-induced
currents by including their magnetic field self-consistently into
the LLG equation (Sections S1.4 and S1.5, Supporting Informa-
tion). Doing so, we find that a metal film of thickness t increases
the damping to 𝛼 = 𝛼G + 𝛼e, with 𝛼G the intrinsic “Gilbert” damp-
ing and

𝛼e =
𝛾𝜇20Msg

2(k)th

4𝜌
(1 + 𝜂)2

1 + 𝜂2
(1)

with 𝛾 the electron gyromagnetic ratio, 𝜇0 the vacuum per-
meability, Ms and h the YIG saturation magnetization and
thickness, respectively, k the spin-wavenumber, 𝜌 the metal
resistivity, and 𝜂 the ellipticity of the spin-wave precession. This
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expression is derived under the assumption of a homogeneous
magnetization across the film thickness t, which becomes
strictly valid in the thin-film limit kt ≪ 1. The form factor
g(k) = (1 − e−kh)(1 − e−kt)∕(k2th) ≈ 1 − k(t + h) arises from spa-
tially averaging the dipolar and eddy-current stray fields over the
thicknesses of the YIG and metal films. An analysis equating the
magnetic energy losses to the power dissipated in themetal yields
the same expression (Section S1.7., Supporting Information).We
plot Equation 1 in Figure 2d using 𝜌 = 2.44 ⋅ 10−8 Ωm for the re-
sistivity of gold,[26] finding a good agreement with the damping
extracted from the various sets of data without free parame-
ters. The finite width w of the stripline can be disregarded when
kw ≫ 1 (Sections 1.6–1.7, Supporting Information), as is the case
in Figure 2d. Accounting for a non-homogeneous magnetization
may be achieved via micromagnetic simulations.[16] The damp-
ing increase caused by spin pumping is 𝛼sp =

gs𝜇B
4𝜋Ms

⋅
g↑↓
tYIG

,[27,28]

where gs is the electron Lande factor, 𝜇B the Bohr magneton,
Ms and tYIG the YIG saturation magnetization and thickness,
respectively, and g↑↓ the YIG/Au spin mixing conductance,
with g↑↓ ≈ 1 ⋅ 1018 − 3 ⋅ 1018m−2.[27,28] We may disregard spin
pumping since in our samples 4.3 ⋅ 10−5 < 𝛼sp < 1.3 ⋅ 10−4 is ∼2
orders of magnitude smaller than the eddy current contribution.
To corroborate the origin of the damping enhancement, we

image spin waves propagating underneath a 200-nm-thick gold
island deposited next to a microstrip (Figure 2e,f). We observe
a progressively decreasing spin-wave amplitude for increasing
travel distance under the gold, with an average characteristic de-
cay length of y0 = 9(1) μm extracted by fitting the top three traces
in Figure 2f.We characterize the wavelength dependence by vary-
ing the drive frequency (Figure S2, Supporting Information). The
corresponding damping values are reported in Figure 2d (black
cross and blue triangles) and agree well with Equation 1.
Both in- and outside the stripline region, we observe a sud-

den increase in damping above a threshold frequency 𝜔T∕2𝜋 ≅
2.39 GHz (Figure 2a). We further characterize this increase by
zooming in to the threshold frequency (Figure 3a,b) and extract-
ing the damping parameter as a function of the wavelength (Fig-
ure 2d, green circles). For the spin waves outside the microstrip
region, the increase occurs in a ∼10 MHz frequency range of the
order of the intrinsic spin-wave linewidth.
The spin-wave dispersion of our YIG films (Section S1.3, Sup-

porting Information) explains the observed increase in damping
above 𝜔T in terms of three-magnon scattering – a momentum-
and energy-conserving process in which a magnon decays into
two of half its frequency (Figure 3c).[29] This process becomes al-
lowed only above a threshold drive frequency 𝜔T such that 𝜔T∕2
exceeds the bottom of the spin-wave band (𝜔min) (Figure 3c; Fig-
ure S3, Supporting Information). The additional scattering in-
creases the spin wave damping and decreases its decay length.
The onset of three-magnon scattering was previously identified
using Brillouin light scattering.[30] Our real-space imaging ap-
proach reveals its dramatic effect on the spatial spin-wave de-
cay length important for spin-wave transport. These measure-
ments highlight that damping caused by three-magnon scatter-
ing limits the frequency range within which coherent spin waves
in YIG thin films can serve as low-damping carriers to 𝜔min <

𝜔 < 2𝜔min.
Finally, we demonstrate that the ability to study spin waves

underneath metals also enables the detection of hidden spin-

Figure 3. Spatial decay of propagating spin waves caused by three-
magnon scattering. a)NVRabi frequency versus spin-wave drive frequency
and distance from the edge of themicrostrip used for spin-wave excitation.
Above a threshold frequency 𝜔T∕2𝜋 = 2.39 GHz, the spin-wave damping
increases strongly. b) Linecuts of (a) below and above the threshold fre-
quency.When the driving is below the threshold frequency (orange squares
and curve), the decrease of the oscillation amplitude follows the decrease
of the microstrip field. Above the threshold frequency (blue squares and
curve), the spin-wave propagation distance is strongly reduced. c) Cal-
culated spin-wave dispersion for our 235 nm YIG film. The solid black
and white lines show the dispersion along the y and z directions, re-
spectively. The microwave drive excites spin waves propagating along y
(red dot, Damon–Eshbach configuration). Above the threshold frequency
(𝜔T = 2𝜔min), scattering of one magnon in this mode into two backward-
volume magnons (along z, white dots) near the band minimum becomes
allowed (red dashed line corresponds to 20 MHz above 𝜔min).

wave scattering centers, highlighting the applicability of this ap-
proach for assessing the quality of buried magnetic films in
multilayer systems. As an example, we show the scattering pat-
terns produced by defects underneath the metal electrodes used
for spin-wave excitation (Figure 4a,b). The defects produce char-
acteristic v-shaped patterns, resulting from preferential scatter-
ing into the “caustic” directions that are associated with the
anisotropic dispersion,[31] making the source of these spin-wave
beams clearly identifiable. NV-based spin-wave imaging could
therefore be used as a diagnostic tool for magnetic quality, even
when the material of interest is buried under metallic layers in a
heterostructure.
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Figure 4. Imaging defect-induced spin-wave scattering underneath a
200 nm metal film. a) Image of the gold microstrip used in (b). Scale bar:
20 μm. b) Spatial maps of the NV ESR contrast for B0 = 27.5 mT and drive
frequency 𝜔∕2𝜋 = 2.099 GHz. Two scattering centers (white arrows) are
located near the top edge of the image (not clearly identifiable from (a)),
as deduced by the scattered caustic beams. Dashed black line: edge of
the gold structure. The directions of the magnetization (M) and the pre-
dominant wavevector (k) excited by themicrostrip are indicated. Scale bar:
20 μm.

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we characterized the damping enhancement
of spin waves that propagate under metallic electrodes used
for spin-wave control, and showed that the increase is well
explained by a model that introduces the spin-wave-induced
currents into the LLG equation. The ability to detect spin waves
underneath metals opens up several exciting new possibilities
for studying the interaction between metals and magnets. One
example is studying the spectral properties of temperature-
or chemical-potential-driven magnon condensates underneath
gates in magnon transistors.[8,32,33] Additionally, varying the
thickness of the metal and/or magnetic films, or using spacer
layers, enables a characterization of interfacial effects such
as damping and antidamping of magnons controlled by the
spin-Hall effect in heavy metal electrodes.[34] Furthermore, char-
acterizing the screening of the spin-wave stray fields by a metal
enables measuring its magnetic susceptibility at well-defined
wavenumbers and extracting material parameters such as skin
depth, conductivity, and permeability. Finally, the ability to reveal

buried scattering centers provides a new tool for assessing the
quality of magnetic interfaces and spin-wave devices.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Fabrication: The diamond chip used in this work measured 2

× 2 × 0.05-mm3 and had an estimated NV density of 103 μm−2 created
via ion implantation at a depth of ∼10–20 nm below the diamond sur-
face (fabrication details in[11]). The YIG film was 235-nm-thick, grown on a
500-μm-thick GGG substrate via liquid phase epitaxy (Matesy gmbh).
The saturation magnetization was previously measured[11] to be Ms =
1.42 ⋅ 105 A m−1. To mount the NV-diamond, a drop of isopropanol was
deposited onto the YIG and the diamond was placed on top with the NV-
surface facing down, while gently pressing down until the IPA has evapo-
rated. The resulting diamond-YIG distance was limited by small particles
(e.g., dust). An NV-YIG distance of 1.6(1) μmwas extracted from the mea-
sured maps of the NV Rabi oscillations.

NV-Based Imaging of Spin Waves: NV centers are optically addressed
using a home-built confocal microscope with a 515 nm laser, an NA= 0.95
objective for laser focusing/photon collection, and an avalanche photodi-
ode for NV photon detection (for details of the setup, see ref. [11]). The
ESR transition of the NV centers used in this work for spin-wave imaging
is tuned by a magnetic field B0 according to 𝜔 = D − 𝛾B0 where 𝛾∕2𝜋
= 28 GHz T−1 is the electron gyromagnetic ratio and D∕2𝜋 = 2.87 GHz
is the zero-field splitting. In all experiments in Figures 2–4, the magnetic
field is oriented at a 54° angle with respect to the sample-plane normal
and with an in-plane projection along the microwave stripline, thus align-
ing it with one of the four possible crystallographic orientations of the NV
centers in the diamond. The fields used in this work are below ∼25 mT,
much smaller than the YIG saturation magnetization (𝜇0Ms = 178 mT),
therefore the YIG magnetization tilts out of plane by less than 5°.[11] We
measure Rabi oscillations by applying a ∼1 μs laser pulse to polarize the
NV spins into thems = 0 state, applying a microwave magnetic field at the
NV ESR frequency, and reading out the final spin state through the NV’s
spin-dependent photoluminescence.[13]

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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